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a sushi chef and providing halal bento boxes 
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 Umemori Honten Co. manufactures and sells sushi 

and Japanese-style bento boxes. Realizing that 

most overseas visitors to Japan are greatly 

interested in and looking forward to enjoying 

Japanese cuisine, the company established 

Umemori Sushi School in Nara in 2013 for overseas 

visitors to experience being sushi chefs for a day. 

Classes are offered every day with the philosophy of 

“creating a place where everyone can have fun and be inspired regardless of nationality, 

race, age, or whether they have any illness or disability.” Up to 400 people can participate 

in sushi-making classes each day. The atmosphere in the class is cosmopolitan with the 

number of overseas participants growing each year from 9,000 in the first year to 11,000 in 

the second year and 40,000 in the third year. The cumulative total of overseas visitors who 

have experienced sushi making at Umemori Sushi School reached 100,000 in February 

2017. Many customers are from Hong Kong, Taiwan and China. 

   In the Sushi School, participants can have a genuine experience of being sushi chefs 

dressed in aprons, gloves, and the sushi chef’s traditional hats made of Japanese paper. 

Upon completion of the lesson, participants receive sushi-making manuals and a 

Graduation Certificate. The goal of the Sushi School is to provide participants with more 

than just one experience, in the hope that they will remember sushi and the food culture of 

Japan long after returning home. 

 

 In addition, Umemori Honten obtained halal certification 

in November 2014 to respond to wishes of visitors from 

Southeast Asia—whose number has been rising in recent 

years and many of whom are Muslims—to eat Japanese 

foods with peace of mind while observing their Islamic 

teachings. The company now manufactures and sells 

seven types of halal bento boxes including a temari zushi 

bento box. 

   For these bento boxes, Umemori purchases 

ingredients from halal-certified suppliers and uses 

seasonings that do not contain any alcohol or additives. In addition, it prepared separate 

cooking utensils, shelves for storing foodstuffs, and service doors, which required much 

effort. The halal bento boxes have been well received by many Muslim people. Orders are 
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placed by overseas visitors as well as others from all over the Kansai region. 

 

 In March 2016, Umemori Honten opened a new sushi school in Kyoto. The school is very 

popular among overseas visitors with its traditional Kyoto-style interiors. Up to 250 people 

can attend sushi-making lessons here. In addition, a sushi school for individual travelers 

opened in Nara City. There is also a plan to open a school in Tokyo. 

   Umemori’s products have also been used as in-flight meals for first-class airline 

passengers. In the company’s sushi schools, participants make sushi together with a call of 

“Let’s enjoy!” This experience introduces many overseas visitors not only to Japanese 

cuisine, an intangible cultural asset that Japan proudly presents to the world, but also to 

Japan’s spiritual culture of respecting nature and its spirit of hospitality. Through the 

dissemination and promotion of food culture, Umemori aims to encourage more overseas 

tourists to visit Japan. 
 

URL: http:// www.umemori-sushischool.com  

URL: http://umemori-halal.com 
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